CR Recommended
2020 Subaru Impreza

Road Test Results

**Performance**
- **Acceleration from 0 to 60 mph**: 9.5 sec
- **Transmission**: 5/5
- **Fuel Economy**: 4/5
- **CR's Overall Mileage**: 30 mpg
- **CR's City Mileage**: 21 mpg
- **CR's Highway Mileage**: 40 mpg
- **Annual Fuel Cost**: $950

**Comfort/Convenience**
- **Ride**: 4/5
- **Noise**: 4/5
- **Front Seat Comfort**: 4/5
- **Rear Seat Comfort**: 3/5
- **Interior Fit & Finish**: 3/5

**Road Test Results Summary**
- **Highs**: Comfortable ride, relatively quiet interior, easy-to-use controls, standard AWD without a fuel economy penalty
- **Lows**: Some engine noise, driver’s seat short on lumbar support

**Survey Results**

**Reliability History**

**Owner Satisfaction**

**New Cars**
(as of March 2020)

**2020 Hyundai Elantra**
- **Overall Score**: 80/100
- **Road Test Results**: 79/100
- **Survey Results**: 79/100
- **Highs**: Handling, braking, transmission controls, bodyroll, visibility, safety
- **Lows**: Brake noise

**2020 Kia Seltos**
- **Overall Score**: 53/100
- **Road Test Results**: 53/100
- **Survey Results**: 53/100
- **Highs**: Acceleration, braking, traction, transmission controls, easy entry/exit
- **Lows**: Brake noise

**2020 Volkswagen Impreza**
- **Overall Score**: 79/100
- **Road Test Results**: 85/100
- **Survey Results**: 85/100
- **Highs**: Engine noise, driver’s seat short on lumbar support

**2020 Toyota Corolla Hatchback**
- **Overall Score**: 56/100
- **Road Test Results**: 66/100
- **Survey Results**: 66/100
- **Highs**: Fuel economy, accident avoidance, standard advanced safety features
- **Lows**: Acceleration, space, seating

**2020 Toyota Camry**
- **Overall Score**: 68/100
- **Road Test Results**: 75/100
- **Survey Results**: 75/100
- **Highs**: Interior finish, handling, safety, brake stability, overall reliability
- **Lows**: Low to the ground, making access difficult, higher price tag, limited optional advanced safety features

**2020 Mazda 3**
- **Overall Score**: 70/100
- **Road Test Results**: 70/100
- **Survey Results**: 70/100
- **Highs**: Exterior design, comfort, build quality, safety
- **Lows**: Some engine noise, driver’s seat short on lumbar support

**2020 Kia Forte**
- **Overall Score**: 69/100
- **Road Test Results**: 69/100
- **Survey Results**: 69/100
- **Highs**: Controls, fuel economy, standard advanced safety features
- **Lows**: Brakes, noise, fuel economy, perform, and finish

**2020 Nissan Sentra**
- **Overall Score**: 64/100
- **Road Test Results**: 55/100
- **Survey Results**: 55/100
- **Highs**: Controls, front and back seat comfort

**2020 Toyota C-HR**
- **Overall Score**: 54/100
- **Road Test Results**: 44/100
- **Survey Results**: 44/100
- **Highs**: Fuel economy, standard advanced safety features
- **Lows**: Brakes, low quality, build quality, noise

**2020 Volkswagen Jetta**
- **Overall Score**: 57/100
- **Road Test Results**: 78/100
- **Survey Results**: 78/100
- **Highs**: Controls, fuel economy, relatively easy entry
- **Lows**: Low fuel tank

**2020 Hyundai Kona**
- **Overall Score**: 62/100
- **Road Test Results**: 62/100
- **Survey Results**: 62/100
- **Highs**: Breathing room, weight, average entrance and exit width, safety

**2020 Fiat 500L**
- **Overall Score**: 50/100
- **Road Test Results**: 50/100
- **Survey Results**: 50/100
- **Highs**: Traction, braking, fuel economy, engine noise
- **Lows**: Poor ride, unstable ride, electric motor, noise

**2020 Nissan Sentra**
- **Overall Score**: 69/100
- **Road Test Results**: 69/100
- **Survey Results**: 69/100
- **Highs**: Controls, fuel economy, standard advanced safety features
- **Lows**: Brakes, noise, fuel economy, perform, and finish

**How to Read the Ratings**

Recommended vehicles, indicated with a check mark (✓), are the models with the highest Overall Scores that meet the thresholds in their category.

Make-Model reflects the vehicle we tested and its engine displacement.

Overall Score reflects a vehicle’s performance in our road tests; the latest results from the reliability and owner satisfaction section of CR Reviews evaluate feedback from the surveys and tests, and from the reliability and owner satisfaction section of our annual reliability and owner satisfaction surveys. Owners who have filled out our latest surveys within the past year plus three years prior to our test provide feedback on their vehicles to our research department. In some cases, other surveys were used to combine the feedback from our users in order to create a single score for each model to measure reliability and owner satisfaction in a given category.

Survey Results reflect findings from CR's Annual Auto Survey, completed by Consumer Reports subscribers.

Predicted reliability is our determination of how well a model will hold up, based on the problems that members reported in CR Reviews over the past three years. Our reliability model uses information from consumer reports and tests, plus data from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Consumer Reports, and other sources. It predicts how well a new model will perform over a period of ownership. Predicted reliability can vary, and is not necessarily an accurate predictor of performance or a guarantee of a specific model's reliability. Predicted reliability is based on the percentage of surveyed owners who said they would definitely buy the same car again. The best performers are those that have scored higher in our reliability surveys. Predicted reliability is based on the percentage of surveyed owners who said they would definitely buy the same car again. The best performers are those that have scored higher in our reliability surveys. Predicted reliability is based on the percentage of surveyed owners who said they would definitely buy the same car again. The best performers are those that have scored higher in our reliability surveys. Predicted reliability is based on the percentage of surveyed owners who said they would definitely buy the same car again. The best performers are those that have scored higher in our reliability surveys. Predicted reliability is based on the percentage of surveyed owners who said they would definitely buy the same car again. The best performers are those that have scored higher in our reliability surveys.